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Ternary Trees Show how to remove the assumption that nodes have degree at most 3 in the
decremental connectivity problem for trees. To do so, show how to map an arbitrary tree T into
a tree T ′ where each node have degree at most 3. The mapping should satisfy:

• The size of T ′ should be linear in the size of T .

• An edge e disconnects nodes u and v in T iff the corresponding edge e′ in T ′ disconnects the
corresponding nodes u′ and v′ in T ′.

Amortized Complexity The solution to decremental connectivity in trees supports n−1 delete
queries in time O(n). Does this imply that the amortized complexity for the delete operation is
O(n)/n− 1 = O(1)?

Tree Separators Let T be any unrooted tree with n nodes. Show the following properties:

1. There exists a node in T whose removal disconnects T into connected subtrees each with at
most n

2 nodes.

2. If T has degree at most 3, there exist an edge in T whose removal disconnects T into
connected subtrees each with at most 2n

3 nodes.

Clustering Speed Argue that we can implement the clustering algorithm in linear time.

Bittricks for Small Sets Let S be a sets from a universe of size w. The word representation
of S consists of a single word such that the ith bit of the word is 1 iff i ∈ S. Let S1 and S2 be two
sets in the word representation. Solve the following exercises.

1. Show how to efficiently compute each of S1 ∩ S2, S1 ∪ S2, and S1 \ S2.

2. Show how to determine if S1 ⊆ S2 and if S1 and S2 are disjoint.

General Purpose Bittricks Let X and Y be single words. Give efficient algorithm for com-
puting the following words. You may assume that you have a few constant words precomputed
for your algorithms.

1. The reverse of X. Hint: Aim for O(logw) time.

2. Show how to compute the zipper Z = X[w − 1]Y [y − 1]X[w − 2]Y [w − 2] · · ·X[0]Y [0].

3. Show how to remove the rightmost 1-bit of X (a.k.a. the least significant 1-bit) of X.
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*Clustering Analysis Show that the clustering algorithm is correct, i.e., it produces no more
than O(n/w) clusters with at most w nodes each.

Initially, convince yourself that no cluster produced by the algorithm contain more than w
nodes. To show that there are at most O(n/w) clusters we first set up some basic properties of
the clustering. We say a cluster is bad if it contains at most w/2 nodes and otherwise good. Prove
the following properties:

(i) If C is a bad internal cluster with boundary nodes v and z, such that z is a descendant of
v, then C has two child clusters.

(ii) If C is a bad leaf cluster then its parent cluster is good (we assume that n > w/2).

Next, argue that (i) and (ii) implies that at most a constant fraction of the clusters are bad.
Finally, show that this implies that there are at most O(n/w) clusters.

Worst-Case Bound for Paths The exercise is about the worst-case expected complexity of
decremental connectivity in paths. Specifically, for a path P with n nodes, give a data structure
that supports delete and connected efficiently in the worst-case. Both operations should take
o(log n) expected time and the data structure should use O(n) space.

Packed Words Let x1, . . . , xr be a sequence of bit strings each of length f bits, such that
r(f+1) ≤ w. The packed word X representing the sequence is the word 0·xr ·0·xr−1 · · · 0·x2 ·0·x1,
i.e., the word obtained by concatenating the bit strings with a single 0 in between. Each substring
0 · xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, is a field. The leftmost bit of a field is the test bit and the remaining f bits
is the entry. Solve the following exercises. You may assume that you have a few constant words
precomputed for your algorithms.

1. Given a single entry z stored in a word, show how to produce the packed word consisting of
r copies of z in constant time. Hint: Use multiplication.

2. Given a single entry z stored in a word and a packed word X, show how to compare z with
all fields of X in constant time. Hint: Use the solution for 1 with an additional subtraction
and some clever use of test bits.

3. *Given a single entry z stored in a word and a packed word X representing a sorted sequence,
show how to compute the predecessor of z among the entries of X in constant time. Hint:
Use the solution for 2 and combine with additional multiplication to add test bits.

4. **Given two packed words X and Y representing sorted sequences, show how to compute the
two packed words representing the merged, sorted sequence of the field X and Y in O(logw)
time. Hint: To do this look up how bitonic sorting works in your introductory algorithms
book and implement it on packed words.

5. *Show how sort a packed word X in O(log2 w) time. Hint: Apply the solution from 4.

Mandatory Exercise: Bittricks for Small Trees Let T a tree with at most w nodes. Edges
in T can be either marked or unmarked. We want to maintain T under the following operations.

• marked-path(v, u): return true if there is a path between v and u using only marked edges.

• unmark(e): unmark the edge e.

• mark(e): mark the edge e.

Give a data structure supporting these operations. Your data structure should be efficient with
respect to query time, update time, space complexity, and preprocessing time. For preprocessing
you may assume that initially all edges in T are marked.
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